
So it’s late 1992, and Lee Stoerzinger is graduating
from the University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire with a
degree in cumulative finance. Seeking out employment
opportunities anywhere he could, he is referred to a
family friend who works at something called an
Independent Broker/Dealer in Laguna Hills, CA. With
nothing to lose, he writes this person, describing his
plight. The man writes back, saying he didn’t have any
salaried positions available but was flying up next week
and is interested in meeting. So Lee gets fitted for his
first suit, hops in his Ford Ranger and goes to his first
and only job interview. Turns out, this man was the
president of the entire corporation (Lee had never met
the president of anything before). He explained that his
firm was for established folks, and gave Lee every
reason in the world why someone starting out would
not want to join them. Lee said, “Why don’t you give me
a chance? All you have to lose is that I don’t make any
money. Then you can fire me.” After further
discussion, the man finally agreed, and gave Lee not a
job, but simply an opportunity. The rest is history.  

Purpose
Fast forward twenty years. Lee Stoerzinger, Inc.
operates today as a boutique wealth management firm,
serving a select group of clients around the country.
Our unique and sole objective is to develop meaningful
relationships, and guide our clients in achieving true
independence so they can focus on living out their
meaningful purpose. Some may wonder exactly what
this means. To us, it’s simple. We believe everyone has
passions which give them the most happiness in this
world. Yet, often times, we are bound by financial
scenarios which prevent us from getting there. Our
goal is helping people understand how money works in
their lives, developing a plan for true independence,
and executing on the dream. There are not many
careers in this world where one can develop so many
truly genuine relationships. It’s a good life! 

Passion
We believe that anything worth doing is worth doing to the
best of your ability. We also think something very powerful
comes from following your passions and building a life
around them. There is a saying, “Plan your work around your
life, and not the other way around”. While this seems easy in
theory, this world often presents obstacles to achieving true
success. At Lee Stoerzinger, Inc., we seek to combine these
traits into our lives. Working with clients is our passion, and
it is an honor to serve them. You make it easy!

Pride
This year marks the 20th anniversary of Lee Stoerzinger, Inc.
It is with great pride that we thank each and every person
who has placed belief in our firm, and entrusted us with
helping them secure their financial lives. We spend much of
our time talking about money, markets, retirement, and all
that jazz. But what we’ve really been doing for the past few
decades, is celebrating life in its many forms with our clients.
Some people say a life well lived is to know that you
accumulate a few good friends along the way. What a blessing
to know each of you, and truly call you friends. 

As we look to the future at Lee Stoerzinger, Inc., we are
gearing up for managed growth, as thousands of people will
be retiring every single day for the next two decades. We
simply desire to continue serving our clients to the best of
our ability, and develop a few more relationships each year
along the way. Please let us know if there is anything we can
do which we are not currently doing for you, or ways we can
execute existing things better. You are our purpose, our
passion, and our pride! All our best, as we look forward to
many more years together!
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Guiding our clients in achieving true
independence, so they can focus on
living out their meaningful purpose.

Twenty Years In The Making



America..The Debt Machine
Let’s travel back a few years down memory lane. It’s post WWII, and
America is unleashing one of the best economic growth periods in history.
With it is the dawning of the age of consumerism, including changes in what
we eat, housing, and overall lifestyle. Think about the television show
“Leave it to Beaver”, which was a showcase for all things America at the
time. Some say it was our greatest period in history.

As we move forward, we find that economics and social structure lead to the
advent of both parents entering into the workforce. While the previous
period, including the Depression was long and devastating for many, seeking
better lives for ourselves through consumerism became part of the new
culture. There was a shift from sheer survival to privilege, and we liked it!

Time goes on, and we establish a solid American middle class. With it comes
not only the dream, but the reality of owning a home. Government funded
GI loans allowed families to purchase a home, and widely introduced debt to
meet the demands. And if you’re going to have a new home, then most likely
you are going to have a garage. And if you do, you will need a car to put in
that garage. So, why not go out and purchase one? Don’t have the money? No
problem, you can borrow it. In quite a short period of time from a historical
perspective, the American consumer has two new additions to their way of
life; house payments and car payments.

The next phase in our walk through history brings us to mass credit. In the
race to the top, we realized that if it’s a good thing to borrow funds for a car
or home, why not toasters, or vacations, or chewing gum for that matter.
This is not to mention the topic of education funding, and the sheer amount
of debt which has been accumulated in the search for higher learning.

Enter today.  

One could argue that the mystery of capital made the United States the
greatest country ever. After all, what separates us from the rest of the
world, even today is our strong legal structure and the ability to use
leverage to build wealth. While we allow people in both personal and
business situations to invest a moderate amount of money, and pay off debt
over time, many countries around the world still mis-understand property
ownership, use red tape for public sector profit, and delay business growth.  

However, we have entered a new period of history. While using leverage to
build wealth is still a great opportunity, for many it has turned into a
devastating downward cycle. Why? Because we have shifted our culture
over time from preservation to consumption. It happened so slowly that it
now seems very natural, and like it has always been this way. We assure you,
it has not. In addition, we have relaxed the way in which we view debt, and
changed the guidelines as to whom we are willing to extend it. Finally, we
have crossed over the point from where we use debt to our benefit, to where
we now need it to function. Nowhere do you currently see this more than in
government. We borrow almost HALF of every dollar we spend federally.        

On a wealth planning level, we find the analysis of public and private sector
debt important as they relate to long term economic growth, both culturally
and economically. We believe our current path is grossly unsustainable, and
there must be an event which causes us to return to a balanced and healthy
approach. The only question is, will it come slowly or quickly? To quote Carl
the groundskeeper from Caddyshack, another great movie of our time, “I
guess the kidding around is pretty much over.”        

On the back burner
Right Now

I can’t help but think that one of
the hardest things to do in this
world is simply to live in the
moment. “Take time to smell the
roses”, “enjoy the present”, blah
blah blah. You’ve heard it all.
However, just take a minute to
think about where your brain is
most of the time. Is it thinking
about what you need to do or
attain, or what might happen in
the future? After all, isn’t that the
sign of someone with goals and a
life well planned? Maybe you are
one who lives in the past. They
say it always follows close behind.
Are there things you wish you
could change, or something you
shouldn’t have done? Whichever
category you approach, they both,
by definition, prevent you from
fully appreciating all that life
brings in the present moment.

The past and the future are very
important. After all, they tell us
where we’ve been, and where we
are going. But we are constantly
reminded of how things were,
what we must always remember,
etc. And at the same time, life is
moving so fast, and we need to
keep up, and look forward.
Imagine if there was a way to
view all things in life through the
prism of right now? 

Living in the moment is not a task
or something to be planned for,
but simply a state of mind. It is
free, and you can get started on it
right away. No one cares how
often you do it, and it doesn’t take
one minute of extra time.

It is my belief that “living in the
moment” is one of life’s sacred
mysteries. Those who attain it
reach a freedom that most will
never enjoy. So go ahead. I
challenge you to be one of the
elite; those who live life knowing
that the outcome from both our
past and future are nothing more
than the present we cast!     

By Lee Stoerzinger



File & Suspend
As you may know, the world of Social Security is quite complex.
Deciding when to start taking benefits, taxes on benefits, spousal
options, etc. make for a full time job during the time leading up to
your final decisions. While every single case is unique, the
following is a nifty strategy which works is many cases. It’s called
file and suspend.

Let’s hypothetically say that Steve is the higher income earner in
the family, and Sally worked part-time most of her life. At full
retirement age, say 65, Steve files for Social Security and
immediately suspends his benefits, meaning he does not receive
them right now. Once he does this, his wife Sally is eligible to
collect 50% of his amount at her full retirement. (Or she could
take a reduced amount at age 62).

So, what are the direct benefits of this strategy? First, Sally gets
to increase her amount right now, since she can take the greater
of her own numbers, or 50% of Steve’s. It also allows Steve to
keep his higher amount growing, getting maximum benefits at
age 70. Plus, if Steve dies before Sally, she will receive the
maximum benefit as a surviving spouse.

Choosing to take Social Security early is common for many
people, especially those folks who retire “early.” We see it often,
and understand the justifications. However, the one thing taking
early Social Security will never do for those with increased life
expectancies is come out ahead in the end. If you’re looking to
play the game a little, and take the opportunity for the maximum
amount received, file and suspend can be a clever option.  

Our expertise is in helping our
clients identify how the pieces of
their financial lives fit together.

Investment and retirement planning to help people accumulate, preserve and pass on wealth.

www.leestoerzinger.com

Remember Your Required Return
When it comes to investing, there are two ways to measure results; one
is to look at how you are doing compared to “the markets”, the other is
how you performed compared to your required return. (The return you
need to earn in order to reach your goals). However, there may be things
which distort your implied results. For example, most people measure
performance by looking at U.S. markets. But most investors have
portfolios which are very diversified, possibly having moderate portions
in U.S. stocks. So, the numbers could be significantly off in either
direction. Also, measuring against markets instead of required returns
may not estimate risk correctly. 

If analysis says that an investor only requires a return of 4% per year to
meet their objectives, why would they invest like they need 12%,
thereby taking the extra risk? It’s part of our culture to discuss the
markets, and then extrapolate that into how we might be doing. But,
imagine if you didn’t have to even think about that, and all of the stress
which often comes with it. Well, you don’t. It’s your required return you
need to be thinking about. All the rest is noise. Never forget that. It
could literally be the key between success or failure. 

We’re Growing
Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. would like to welcome
two new members to our team.

Denise brings over twenty
five years of Executive
administrative experience
to our firm. She provides
operational support, while
delivering exceptional
client service.  

Denise Golla 
Executive Assistant

Jen comes to us with 
twenty years of direct 
experience in the 
financial services 
industry. She oversees 
firm operations, 
marketing and practice    
management. 

Jen Hallett
VP Practice Management

We seek to provide world class service, and
exceed our clients expectations in all manners.
As the financial industry brings about rapid
change, and our relationships continue to grow,
we have added two wonderful and talented
individuals with a wealth of experience in
critical service areas. They will enhance your
experience at our firm, through both day to
day service and also as it relates to what the
future brings, and meeting your specific
needs.

Please stop in and say hello to our new
additions. We are here to serve you, and are
honored by the opportunity!



Financial Flash
@ Close of Business, 6-28-2013
(Information by finance.yahoo.com)

6-28-2013
INDICATOR 
Prime rate: 3.25%
Discount rate: 0.75%
3 month t-bill yield: 0.04%
10 year t-bond yield: 2.48%
30 year t-bond yield: 3.50%

30 year fixed mortgage: 4.50%

Dow Jones Ind: 14909.60
S&P 500 index: 1606.28
NYSE composite: 9112.70
Nasdaq composite: 2909.60
Ftse 100: (Europe) 6215.47
Nikkei 225: (Asia) 13677.32
Oil: 96.50
Gold: 1234.70

Trivium
Definition: Studies intended to provide general
knowledge and intellectual skills.

All who contact us with the correct answer will
be placed in a drawing for a $30 gift certificate. 

QUESTION:
Who was the first country in world history to
default on its debt?

Winner from last quarter:
Jerry Stoerzinger

Others who answered correctly:
None, Nope. Nada. Pretty weak showing from
the gallery!

Question from last quarter:
How can the U.S., and all of our major trading
partners, have a negative budget balance as a
percent of GDP at the same time?

Answer:
Because the varying central banks around the
world, (Federal Reserve, European Central
Bank, Bank of Japan, etc.) have been lending
money to all of these governments in addition
to their trade policies. They are all doing it.
Some call it a circular financing scheme, which
one day must come to an end. We shall see.

Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. is a proactive investment and retirement planning firm.
While we offer a comprehensive list of services, our areas of focus are
retirement income planning, life transitions, generational wealth, and tax
efficiency planning.

Our expertise is in helping our clients identify how the pieces of their
financial lives fit together, understand the investment process, set realistic
expectations for their personal situation, and blend investments into a
comprehensive financial plan. 

We seek to provide world-class service, and exceed our clients’ expectations
in all matters. We hope that in all we do for our clients and our community,
that we continue to bring powerful meaning to the word character.

Securities and Investment Advisory Services offered through SII Investments,
Inc.® Member FINRA / SIPC and Registered Investment Advisor
Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. & SII are separate companies 
SII does not provide tax or legal advice
940 Inwood Avenue North  |  Oakdale, MN 55128
phone: 651-578-1600  | web: www.leestoerzinger.com

This newsletter intends to offer general information on the subjects discussed,
but should not be regarded as a complete analysis of these subjects.
Professional advisors should be consulted before implementing any options
presented. No party assumes liability for any loss or damage resulting from
errors or omissions or reliance on or use of this material. States Registered to
offer Securities: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Minnesota,
Nebraska, Ohio, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin. States Licensed to offer
Insurance: Minnesota, Wisconsin.

A Note To Our Clients

As you read this, we are in a time of celebrating our independence as
a country, and the freedom we all enjoy. Personal freedom is
something we must never take for granted, as without it, nothing in
this world would be the same.

At Lee Stoerzinger, Inc. our mission statement is to help our clients
achieve true independence (whatever that means to them), so they can
focus on living out their meaningful purpose. We serve this mission
each and every day of the year, and enjoy taking part in the unique
and personal stories of each client.      

Thanks again, and we look forward to sharing our newsletter next
quarter.

Sincerely,

Lee Stoerzinger, CFP®
President® ®


